UXO Technicians conducting Visual Survey with Analog Instruments operations within Stony Creek
UXO Technician along the slope of Second Mountain

UXO Technicians conducting Analog Instruments operations
UXO Technicians conducting Visual Survey with Analog Instruments operations along the Second Mountain

UXO Technicians conducting Visual Survey with Analog Instruments operations along the ridge line of Second Mountain
50-foot by 50-foot grid layout for DGM activities

Geophysical Specialist conducting a grid sweep
DGM equipment

Technician placing metal seed with grid for QA/QC purposes
Geophysical Specialist explaining DGN equipment to USACE Representative
Geophysical Specialist conducting post-operations QA check for DGM equipment
Geophysical Specialist conducting land surveying operation
Survey contractor establishing benchmarks for DGM grids

Geophysical Specialist conducting land surveying operation
Geophysical Specialist establishing benchmarks for DGM grids
UXO Technician investigating possible munitions during mag & dig operation

UXO Technicians investigating possible munitions during mag & dig operation
UXO Technicians and Geophysical Specialist placing QA/QC seeds in the geophysical system verification test strips.
UXO Technicians assembling material to construct demolitions structure for blow-in-place (BIP) operations on the ridge line of Second Mountain.
105mm anti-tank practice

105mm HEP practice
105mm ILLUMINATION CANISTER

105mm ILLUMINATION PROJECTILE
105mm SABOT

155mm ILLUMINATION CANISTER
165mm HEP PRACTICE

60mm ILLUMINATION PROJECTILE
37 mm ARMOR PIERCING

57 mm ARMOR PIERCING
75mm Armor Piercing

4.2" Illumination Projectile
81mm ILLUMINATION PROJECTILE

81mm MORTAR PRACTICE
Date: 5-11-10
Grid:
Team 4: B1F3-01

Item: 50 cal. Bullet.
CULTURAL DEBRIS

Date: 5-12-10
Grid: D14-01
Team 4:
Item: Cultural Debris
DATE: 4-15-10
TIME: 12:30

ID# 302/15-15 T# 2

ITEM DESCRIPTION:
Cultural Debris/Plane Crash Debris